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Build your marketing machine



Elevate your brand, track leads, and convert more business with the all-in-one link management platform.



START A DEMO SEE HOW IT WORKS
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All the tools you need in one place
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brand



Tell your story



Increase brand recognition across all channels to create a memorable (and profitable) customer journey—without having to rely on third-party tools.



Build my brand



Branded Links
Make a lasting impression with personally branded URLs.Learn more







Branded QR Codes
Reduce friction for mobile users with page-specific QR codes.Learn more







Custom Link Preview
Generate the perfect Link Preview for any social.Learn more














track



Discover new opportunities



Optimize your marketing spend with a user-friendly dashboard that pulls insights from all your campaigns across the web. Tweak, adjust, and plan with confidence.



Track my audience



Conversion Tracking
Track your sales and key conversions across all channels.Learn more







UTM Builder & Manager
Filter and optimize campaigns by traffic source with custom UTM links.Learn more







Activity Monitoring
Have confidence that your links are active, even when you’re not.Learn more














grow



Generate more conversions



Scale your business with a suite of tools designed to lower your cost per sale, increase average order value, and generate happy customers who can’t stop talking about you.



Grow my business



Advanced Deep Linking
Send users anywhere in your own app with one click.Learn more







Easy Deep Linking
Take users straight to the content you want them to see within the most popular apps.Learn more







Retargeting
Turn abandoned carts into high-value customers.Learn more







Calls-To-Actions
Drive more conversions with branded call-to-actions.Learn more







JotBio
Optimize your social media bios with one link to all of your content.Learn more







WhatsURL
Engage with WhatsApp users—no phone number required.Learn more











Join thousands of companies and marketers who trust JotURL




123 reviews







Gabriele Sposato
“JotURL was a pleasant discovery. Its service has allowed us to rely on a single platform to brand our short URLs and using our customized “aru.ba”. In addition to this, the possibility of assigning UTM parameters to links provides us with the possibility of further segmenting our audience, significantly helping us within the digital campaigns.”

Chief Marketing Officer
Aruba
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Alessandro Canepa
“Our problem was keeping track of what was happening outside of our ecosystem. JotURL's Tracking URLs allowed us to fix this. We also started using Deep linking for our mobile app and links for our non-digital ecosystem. The tool does its job very well. Something as basic and simple as a branded short URL can be exploited for many needs..”

User Experience Manager
TIM Business
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Andrea Servino
“JotURL provides us with a reliable, scalable and professional solution to manage +1M tracking links across all of our marketing channels. The level and quality of the support provided by their engineers always fulfil our corporate needs.”

Social Media Specialist
Vodafone
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Fabrizio Ballarini
“At the very beginning, we were looking for a service capable of providing URL shortening for social media and we chose JotURL. But now we use it across the business to generate in-product branded links via API as well as continue to use it for UTM and marketing campaigns. We have always found a reliable service, great support from the team, a reasonable price and the platform has evolved a lot since yearly days”

Organic Growth
Wise
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Alessandro Frangioni
“JotURL is an excellent tool to enhance user engagement, increase conversion rates, collect leads, drive traffic back to your site, create highly segmented audiences and turn every link you share into targeted ads thanks to its many features.

Co-Founder
Roads
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Saverio Mucci
“JotURL is one of the most complete suites for counting and redirecting users to the correct place. It really helped us to simplify our processes in delivering specific content on cross platforms, while improving our productivity with a great reporting tool.”

CTO
Instal
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Stapho Thienpont
“JotURL is an exceedingly clever, all-in-one suite for your marketing links. It’s what we use to track link open rates, figure out the destinations, track conversion, remarket people, deep link and so much more.”

Founder
The Marketing Family
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Peter Rininsland
“JotURL is all I need for links. I'm loving it!” JotURL is not only a link shortener. It is a full suite of tools around links. You can manage the appearance, split traffic based on conditions, track usage and much more. So for me it's just all I need. I'm loving it!

Client
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Kim Celinder
Joturl is an awesome link manager, redirector, pixel inserter, etc. It does a lot, and it's easy to use.

Client
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Yari B.
"10+ tools in one!"
I can track my traffic, segment the audience and define the channels that work the best. Moreover i can use it to create custom audience and monitor my ROI. Therefore i can optimize my communication and the advertisement.

Ninjalitics
CEO
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Jorge Edel A.
I use it every day to shorten my affiliate links. Joturl has a lot more tools than other link shorteners. It gives me the option to shorten, follow, create QR codes, pixel, cta and much more.

Veeme Media
CEO
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Angelo Sorbello
"Hands-down the best link tracker on the market". Top-notch deep linking technology, Great analytics, Instagram Mini-site, Retargeting, Usability can be improved and Affiliate integrations could be easier.

Growth Hacker
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+400%
click-through
rate




+70%
in mobile app
downloads




+70%
conversion
rate





Innovative brands, breakthrough results.



Brands like AppSumo, Sky, TIM, Transferwise and Vodafone trust us to help them get great results from every link they share. With more than 20,000 active users, we manage more than 10 million tracking links and securely monitor over 800 million clicks every year.






Find your biggest opportunities and take action



JotURL’s powerful toolkit makes it easy to get game-changing results.








Build your brand

Enhance trust with branded links and custom CTAs.






Track user activity

Find your best revenue sources with a complete data dashboard.






Grow leads and sales

Use retargeting and deep linking to attract buyers on every channel.






Work like a pro

Get custom plans, integrations, and digital marketing guidance.





Your All-In-One Link Management Solution



Everything you need to brand, track, and grow your business in one easy-to-use platform.



Start a demo





Stay updated with the latest news from our blog






More posts
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The Best URLGenius Alternative in 2024

JotURL, Deep Linking

Year 2024. The world of digital marketing is moving more and more towards the mobile sector, it is undeniable, there are many studies that confirm this. Just see our own daily habits, how much time do you spend in front of the phone every day? How much time do you...
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New JotURL Chrome Extension: Empower your Deep Links Generation

Deep Linking, JotURL

In this article, we are going to analyze the new JotURL Chrome Extension, which now allows you to create Deep Links in just a few clicks even outside the JotURL Dashboard. If you haven't installed the JotURL Chrome Extension yet, you can download it now from the...
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4 Advanced Retargeting Techniques in Digital Marketing Every Marketer Can Use

Retargeting, Guest Post, JotURL

Imagine a customer walks into your store, browses through products, and leaves without making a purchase. There’s no tracking to remind them about the products. But, in the online space, you have retargeting. Retargeting is about tapping into the psychology of...









And it’s not all folks, there’s much more!
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